Bosch Home Appliances
for your residential projects

“One should always seek to
improve the status quo.”
– ROBERT BOSCH
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Excellence you
can count on
When you’re selecting home appliances for
residential projects, quality manufacturing is
just the beginning. Getting your vision off the ground
takes people and expertise you can count
on from start to finish – and beyond. And that’s
what you’ll get when you partner with Bosch Home
Appliances. For well over a century, we’ve built

relationships in markets all around the world.
So no matter what you’re building, you’ll have what
you need to get it done right.
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01 Service

Your partner for
peace of mind
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01 Service

Services that simplify
your life
Whether you’re designing a luxury high-rise or a community of
single-family homes, we’re here for you every step of the way –
from planning to far beyond completion.

“Trust is born from our
goods, but it grows when
customers are treated well,
even after the purchase.”
– ROBERT BOSCH
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01 Service

Comprehensive
support
Your project already has teams of people for every
task. You don’t need to be chasing down any more
contacts. Partnering with Bosch Home Appliances,
you’ll have one dedicated relationship manager
working closely with you from day one. You’ll also have
access to our global team of specialists to help you
solve specific challenges along the way.
Our products are designed to seamlessly integrate
into any layout. But you don’t have to do it alone.
A comprehensive CAD library will help you find the
perfect fit, while engineering and building experts are
on hand to offer specification support. So you can
focus on what you do best.
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01 Service

A strong supply chain
We believe in details done right, from start to finish.
That includes on-time, error-free delivery and
installation, no matter how many units you have.
Even our certified distributors have to complete a
rigorous training process to meet our high standards.
The unwavering result is that you can count on us.
After all, we’ve been doing this for over 130 years.
Bosch appliances are designed with the future in
mind, and built to last. Even more importantly, we
stand behind them. So if you ever run into a problem,
we work quickly to help you resolve it right away.
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02 Showcase

Success is built
on trust
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residential units
completed in the
past 20 years
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02 Showcase

Thinking big – and
down to detail
Welcome to London’s emerging cultural hub,
bordered on three sides by the mighty River
Thames. The Greenwich Peninsula is home to
the world’s most successful music venue and
15,720 eclectic units of riverside living.

GREEN WICH PENINSUL A
London, UK
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02 Showcase

The Peninsula is modern, cutting-edge and full
of delightful details – so Bosch appliances are
a perfect fit. From the sleek Series 8 oven with
green technology to the exceptionally quiet
washer-dryer, ease of use is assured. This way,
Peninsula residents have more time to enjoy
their new surroundings, and each other.

B O SC H D ES I G N
in London’s newest cultural hub
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02 Showcase

Global success stories
In the last 20 years alone, we’ve supported hundreds of large-scale residential building projects in 55 countries.
Here are a few of our latest collaborations.

Fulton Lane
Melbourne, Australia

Tower 155
Boca Raton, Florida, USA

Navío at the Creek
Vancouver, BC, Canada

The Residences
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Warren Ashland Place
Chicago, Illinois, USA

Twice as nice:
Bosch appliances outfit
two soaring towers
perched over a dramatic
eight-story podium.

Forward-thinking:
These luxurious
interiors are also
smart-home-ready.

Clear conscience:
Built to LEED Gold
standards, these two
towers redefine
eco-friendly style.

Towering above:
Bosch appliances
enhance 353 exclusive,
sky-high apartments.

Durable luxury:
Rented apartments,
featuring chef’s
kitchens with Bosch
appliances.
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03 Products

Always the right
fit and finish
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brand for
major domestic
appliances
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We offer a full range of high-quality, beautifully designed home
appliances that elevate any interior and make daily routines easier
than ever. Stress-free laundry cycles, dishes that come out perfectly
dry: These daily experiences add up to greater quality of life.
Bosch draws on 13 decades of innovations and keeps advancing
the status quo – in terms of design as well as technology.

03 Products

Appliances, perfected

A B E T T ER WAY TO WA S H U P –
dishwashers with patented drying technology

E X P E RT C A R E A N D C L E A N I N G –
washers and dryers, vacuum cleaners and steam irons
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03 Products

Invented for life
Our appliances are sophisticated, so home life can be simple. From storing
fresh ingredients, to cooking and baking, to freezing any leftovers, our
appliances are designed to make your routines more relaxing – and pleasing
to all the senses. Barista-quality coffee for breakfast is just the start!

M A ST E R E V E R Y M E A L –
ovens, cooktops, microwaves and accessories
THE E ASY WAY TO STAY COOL –
refrigerators and freezers

M O R N I N G S M A D E E A SY –
coffee makers, toasters and kettles
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04 Design

Simplicity that
delights
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design awards
won since 2007
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04 Design

Award-winning design
We not only set high standards, we achieve them. And people take notice. Over the past
decade alone, Bosch Home Appliances has been honoured with a number of prestigious
awards, some of which are shown here. Have a look.
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04 Design

“ We define our own rules at Bosch. Because our design is very functional
and pure, there is little room for formal gadgetry. The individual elements
are therefore of fundamental importance.”
— RO B ERT S AC H O N , P R I N C I PA L D ES I G N E R , B O SC H H O M E A P P LI A N C ES
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05 Legacy and vision

Thirteen
decades and
counting
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Technical perfection since
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05 Legacy and vision

Legacy meets innovation
For over 130 years, Bosch has been inventing state-of-the-art appliances that make home life easier.
Explore some highlights of our history – and look forward to an exciting future.

1886
How it all began

1933
Pioneer in refrigeration

1972
Non-stop convenience

2017
Our connected future

Robert Bosch always acted
on the belief that honest
workmanship is more
important than temporary
gain. His first workshop in
Stuttgart, Germany, laid the
foundation for highest quality
and technical perfection.

In 1933, the first Bosch
refrigerator entered
the market, followed in
1952 by our first kitchen
machine. Storing food
and preparing delicious
meals now entailed much
less effort.

The world’s first
combined washer-dryer
was launched over four
decades ago, bringing
ease into the laundry
room. Transferring heavy,
wet laundry was a thing of
the past.

By 2020, all our
appliances will be smarthome-ready – allowing
you to check the contents
of your fridge from the
supermarket, or prepare
your favourite coffee while
you’re in the elevator.
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06 More solutions

The Bosch
Group is here
for you
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06 More solutions

Even more support for your project
The Bosch Group includes leading brands of connected appliances, security and automation systems,
heating and cooling solutions, and professional power tools.

BSH

Bosch Security Systems

Bosch Thermotechnology

Bosch Professional

Owned by the Bosch Group,
BSH unites a strong global
supply chain and a range of
home appliance brands:
from entry-level Constructa to
penthouse-worthy Gaggenau.

With the goal of protecting
lives, buildings and assets,
Bosch’s safety and security
solutions work in concert to
give you peace of mind, no
matter how complex your
requirements may be.

Reduce CO2 emissions
without compromising on
comfort – or budget. Bosch
Thermotechnology systems
offer a range of climatecontrol options that help
you boost efficiency.

With its iconic Blue Line,
the world market leader
for portable electric power
tools and accessories takes
professional building and
construction projects to
the next level.

www.boschsecurity.com

www.bosch-climate.us

www.bosch-professional.com

www.bsh-group.com
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07 Get in touch

How to
contact us
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Region
North America
Mr. Robert Eustice

Region
Europe and South America
Mr. Kais Zaiane

Region
Asia Pacific
Ms. Adelene Lim

Phone
+1. 702. 321 29 08

Phone
+44. 7785. 25 37 02

Phone
+65. 65 07 42 04

E-Mail
Irv-mk-trade@bshg.com

E-Mail
Kais.Zaiane@bshg.com

E-Mail
Adelene.Lim@bshg.com

Region
Turkey-MEA-CIS
Mr. Dost Senci

Region
Greater China
Mr. Li Geng

Phone
+216. 528. 96 08

Phone
+86. 21. 32 29 03 68

E-Mail
Dost.Senci@bshg.com

E-Mail
Nkg-bshrgc-project@bshg.com

07 Get in touch

No matter where you are, we’re nearby.
And easy to reach.
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BSH Hausgeräte GmbH
Carl-Wery-Street 34
81739 Munich
Germany
bosch-home.com

